Abstract-To hasten the process of saving lives after disasters in urban areas, autonomous robots are being looked to for providing mapping, hazard identification and casualty location. These robots need to maximise time in the field without having to recharge and without reducing productivity. This project aims to improve autonomous robot navigation through allowing comparison of algorithms with various weightings, in conjunction with the ability to vary physical parameters of the robot and other factors such as error thresholds/limits. The lack of a priori terrain data in disaster sites, means that robots have to dynamically create a representation of the terrain from received sensor range-data in order to path plan. To reduce the resources used, the affect of input data on the terrain model is analysed such that some points may be culled. The issues of identifying hazards within these models are considered with respect to the affect on safe navigation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The first few hours following a disaster are the most critical, with the chance of saving lives being at its greatest. However, in the case of collapsed infrastructure and buildings, the first few hours are also the most dangerous to send rescuers in to the site of the disaster. Hence the concept of using unmanned exploratory vehicles suited to this kind of terrain is being embraced, to map the area and locate individuals trapped in the rubble. So once it is deemed safe for rescuers to enter the area they can get straight to saving people instead of wasting crucial time searching.
Many research groups across the globe are now developing task forces of robots which can be used to help in such Search and Rescue operations. This project aims to provide a useful tool for such groups in establishing which algorithms and parameters can lead to optimal autonomous path planning for their specific purposes or scenarios before a physical robot has been built and without need of a disaster site or mock up, on which to test. This will be done through the design and implementation of a software based system to allow a virtual robot to autonomously navigate across a disaster site simulation with the choice from a variety of path planning algorithms and a multitude of variables such as robot dimensions, traversable terrain angles and data structures. The data structures referred to here include, different types of nodes for use by path planning algorithms, various types of terrain models, restricted and flexible potential path networks, and also a variety of data storage for current and past terrain knowledge. In order to identify the optimal path through the rubble, the robot needs to be able to identify features of the landscape which could be hazardous or insurmountable and determine the shortest path to the destination given the gathered data. As the robot travels and receives new data it will have to dynamically re-evaluate the previously determined hazards and path choice.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Path Planning Styles
There are multiple types of path planning, which are commonly split into two main categories. The first category is topological planning, which is when the terrain to be crossed is known in advance. In most situations this is the preferred style as it produces shorter paths. However, in exploratory applications, topological planning is not possible, so a second category known as Dynamic planning or Sensor Based planning is used. Dynamic planning is where little to no data are known a priori and thus this style can result in substantial back-tracking due to encountering dead ends [1] - [4] .
There are many different algorithms which can be used in path planning to meet many different objectives [5] , [6] . Some algorithms are very simplistic and designed to find any route through an environment, while some aim to find the perfect path with no consideration of memory size or processor limitations. There are those in between which make different concessions in order to fit different limitations or desires. An algorithm which tries every combination of points is called a Blind Search and will find a path but can take a long time to run as, "For hard combinatorial problems the search fringe often grows exponentially with the search depth [5] ." Heuristic algorithms are ones which use a metric to compare or estimate potential paths in order to reduce search time by prioritising evaluation of paths which are likely to be shorter or more optimal. In general, "Heuristic searches will (usually) find ANY path, but will do so faster (usually) than blind search [6] ." This has led to a range of heuristic algorithms being adopted by or developed for autonomous navigation, such as A*, Dijkstra's, D* and D* Lite [5] , [6] .
B. Robot types
There are four common types of locomotion used in ground based exploration which are wheeled, tracked, walking and serpentine. Aerial robots can also be used in terrain mapping and have a variety of mobility methods which mimic planes, gliders, helicopters and dirigibles. In disaster scenarios, land based units tend to face a greater range of problems than aerial ones, including shifting terrain, hazardous drops, non-traversable slopes and limited fields of view. However, they can provide greater levels of information due to their closer proximity. Being robust yet cheap has been one of the primary objectives for many vehicle designs due to the hazards of the environment, with self-righting mechanisms and stair/ledge climbing designs also being tried in attempts to minimise the limitations of movement caused by different hazards or insurmountable obstacles.
To deal with the complexities of disaster sites, some research groups have redesigned the whole robotic unit, ending up with shape-shifting designs. Serpentine or centipede-like designs with their high degree of freedom made control difficult and movement often consumed a lot of power [7] . Balancing efficiency and ease of control against space required to change shape, are units which can be likened to articulated truck-trailer pairs. These transformations do of course provide an additional layer of complexity to the already problematic task of autonomous navigation [7] . Another design path many groups have gone down, is the creation of marsupial robots, which see features and abilities being split across a set of robots. Large robots are used to provide transport and shelter to smaller more delicate (possibly disposable) units whose purpose is often sensor based or to crawl in to tight spots [8] .
C. Competitions and Simulations
There are a small number of international competitions being run involving rescue robots, one of which is held by NIST, which has three different arenas representing disaster site scenarios of differing complexity level. MeSci of Japan hosts similar competitions to NIST but interestingly, due to the country of origin the materials and scenario encountered vary quite a lot [9] . The US based NIST arenas involve typical materials of sky scrapers such as rubble from concrete blocks, tile flooring and carpet. The different architectural styles and cityscapes of Japan mean that sheet rock and wooden building materials can be found in the disaster mock-up along with tatami mats which would be extremely uncommon in North America [9] .
III. DESIGN
A. Simulator
Other Simulation undertakings have focussed on the user interface and the replication of specific environments, for testing of tele-operation against standard benchmarks such as NIST USAR Arenas [10] . Human-Robot interfaces have also been of interest with real world tele-operated or semiautonomous robots, where increasing levels of freedom, sensors and data can lead to cognitive overload for an operator [11] . However, for this project the focus was more on the methods of interaction of the Robot with the Simulator. As such the simulation environment was mainly an abstract and modular base of which specifics could be added or altered, and the human interfacing with the robot being superficial, simply giving visual feedback on general navigation. In addition to the shortened development time of using a pre-made graphics engine for simulation, the game-like nature of the graphics engine gives familiarity to allow easier understanding of behaviour and also lends itself to later interface interaction/design. The particular graphics engine chosen for this project was Irrlicht [12] as it is open-source, cross-platform and found to be easy to learn and use. The simulation consists of three camera views, of which one is a static bird's eye view and the other two are dynamic. The dynamic views allow for a better sense of what the Robot encounters, with one following the robot's view and the other being available to the user to navigate in order to watch the robot from different perspectives. A heightmap is loaded by the simulation, from which it creates a terrain mesh onto which additional obstacles or items may be added. Figure 1 is a screenshot of the simulation from basic obstacle avoidance testing and shows the Robot, modelled as a car, approaching a section of terrain which is littered with a number of large insurmountable grey objects. A translucent white marker is visible, the purpose of which is to indicate to a user where the Robot's goal is located.
B. Terrain Modelling and Data Storage
A key part of navigation is the model used to represent the environment; how is data for it gathered, how it is interpreted, what data is discarded or kept and when. Many different methods of representing the terrain and storing the data were considered because "If you get the data structures right, the effort will make development of the rest of the program much easier [13] ." The most simplistic 'model' is to only consider that which is currently being viewed and involves constantly determining if what is visible consists of traversable terrain or hazards/obstacles. This situation is comparable to a human with absolutely no short term memory. At the other end of the spectrum is building up a near perfect model, taking advantage of a robot's precision and recall. A simple model is more robust against errors and sudden dis/reorientation and might overall use less resources (processing & memory), however a precision model is more likely to give optimal results. The level of detail and complexity one does choose is important as it impacts on the design of the path planning algorithm in how much data it will have to base decisions upon, how adaptive it needs to be, and how robust against error it must be made.
In computer games, terrain models tend to be meshes of non-overlapping polygons as this method cuts down on the amount of memory needed to store similar amounts of detail and also lowers processing and search times. As any polygon with three or more sides can be represented as the summation of multiple triangles, meshes often consist solely of triangles, as the uniformity of shape aids simplicity.
C. Tessellation
Delaunay triangulation is often used as the means of turning a set of points in to a mesh of triangles. Unfortunately the complexity of the mathematical processes involved, when applied to more than two dimensions, meant that an implementation could not be programmed from scratch. Suitable open source libraries could not be found within a reasonable time frame which meant that a less elegant method had to be coded.
1) Iterative case-based:
The initial concept was to use points which were nearest neighbours to form triangles. However, creating an optimal tessellation required discerning for any given set of points, how many neighbouring points should be linked to a specific point and how their angular spacing should affect their choice. An iterative case-based approach, which ran through the possible combinations of points that formed empty triangles and compared these for size, quality of shape (homogeneous internal angles being the best) and overlap was then created. All the possible cases of interaction between two triangles in three dimensions were considered and simple mathematical tests developed to identify the case and which triangle was better for the triangle mesh. As much of the mathematics used in the different functions focused on an XY-plane approach to identifying overlaps and to judge validity, triangles purely in the vertical plane caused numerous issues and required many small modifications to be made as new scenarios in which they altered results, were detected during testing.
2) Recursive: Though designed to approach the problem in a simple and quick manner, the tessellation and quest for optimal triangle meshes became a bottleneck in progress. The nearest neighbour approach was revisited with speed of processing as the primary goal rather than maximising the quality of shape and size. This led to a recursive approach which involved arbitrarily choosing a point, forming an edge with its nearest neighbour and then branching outwards. Beginning forming triangles around an edge rather than a point, removed much of the decision making as only one triangle is possible either side of the edge. This approach was much faster but often produced a number of hard to deal with triangles in the meshes.
3) CGAL: A software library called the Computational Geometry Algorithms Library(CGAL) was found via a published paper during the final testing of the recursive tessellation method [14] . This library meet all of the criteria which had initially been searched for; being open source for research/non-commercial purposes, written in C++ and doing Delaunay Triangulations in three dimensions. Utilising this package proved quite difficult due to the vast number of functions provided by the library. Identifying which objects and functions suited the project's application was difficult. The library lacks comments and does not follow good naming conventions, which given that the code largley consists of templates, meant it was hard to determine the purpose and usage of many objects, functions and variables. Comprehending a single item often required searching for information scattered throughout the reference manual, which consists of over 3500 pages.
The different Triangulation objects provide both two and three dimensional triangulations and come in different forms, such as regular or delaunay. Triangulation hierarchy objects are like a Triangulation but with internal structuring designed to allow for faster and more efficient point location. When the resultant tessellations using CGAL were compared to the other approaches, they were found to be of a better overall quality and were produced significantly faster than the Iterative case-based approach. Example triangle meshes generated by the Iterative and CGAL approaches are shown in Figure 2 , with some similarity being visible between the two but with the Iterative mesh containing numerous undesirable long thin triangles and the CGAL triangles being far more uniform in shape and arrangement.
D. Point Culling
The volume and quality of input data to a program is a major factor in determining the quality of the resultant output, as even the best processing can do little when only given a small number of good input values or many unreliable values. Though the precision of measurements taken by an Autonomous Robot whilst gathering data about its environment can affect the quality of input, this is of a fixed nature and can only be improved by upgrading to better sensors. Increasing the accuracy of sensors and attaining more data does improve the quality of output possible, however this can be costly in terms of both the hardware and the processing time. To achieve the same high level of quality in a less expensive manner, input data needs to be dynamically condensed to a smaller set of more valuable data. With the terrain data the preliminary processing consists of checking whether or not a new data point lies within the known area. Points inside the known region are evaluated with regards to the triangle which encompasses them, looking first at whether the point is coplanar to the triangle or if its height is within an acceptable level of deviation from the interpolated value of the triangle. If it is outside the accuracy tolerance a point is added, and if not then the proximity of the point to other known points is assessed. For a coplanar point, if any known point is within a minimum distance threshold then the point is disregarded. The same action occurs for noncoplanar points which are within the tolerance of accuracy however the minimum distance threshold is half as much. The reasoning for the different distance thresholds is that non-coplanar points immediately affect the terrain, possibly providing new information or possibly being inaccuracies. A coplanar point is added as a precaution, to avoid losing information and becoming more inaccurate in the case where the triangle does not accurately match the terrain, with a sudden rise or drop occuring within the triangle's area which may appear as a gentle slope if not for nearer points.
As a robot progresses, the value of keeping old data declines. The precise heights of a section of terrain far away from the robot has little to no impact unless back-tracking occurs. Even in cases of reapproaching previously encountered terrain, events may have occured that have caused the data to be less accurate or perhaps even erroneous. These occurrances could include positional slips or disorientation which may have befallen the robot or alternately the terrain having altered due to the movement of unstable rubble or perhaps even the robot's own traversal over it. A means of limiting the resources required by old data such that it is more inline with the potential value it may serve, is to abstract the terrain to a simple dichotomy of being hazardous or traversable. Once specific height data is no longer being looked at, one can view all information about traversable regions as being superfluous as they can be defined as the regions which are not hazardous. Through creating simple objects to be retained, which outline the locations of hazards and their general size and shape, while discarding the vast quantity of height data greatly reduces the used resources.
An alternative method of dealing with information loss can be the use of confidence levels, which alter a triangle's associated confidence value when points which lie within it are added or culled. A confidence level indicates the likelihood that the triangle is an accurate representation of the terrain covered, rather than needing to always keep a dense coverage of points to feel assured. On top of this, a decay factor can be added which over time will lower the confidence level unless points reinforcing its accuracy are received. This approach is useful in dealing with errors in location or orientation as the terrain dynamically changes over time, meaning the terrain model is more robust as any mismatch between new data and old data is slowly filtered out. This has not yet been implemented and is recommended for future work, with data points currently being removed based on distance from the robot instead.
E. Hazard Identification
The hazards a robot faces while navigating a disaster site can be divided in to the two categories of static and dynamic hazards, with dynamic ones such as falling rubble being harder to detect and avoid. The static hazards such as holes, cliffs, crevasses and insurmountable inclines which a robot comes across are largely related, with the common factor being the overall slopes and relative angles, which greatly reduces the complexity of identifying hazards. Clearances of traversable spaces between hazardous regions can also be a problem causing a robot to get jammed or be blocked, however they are not considered terrain hazards but rather navigational problems.
Dividing static hazards in to, slopes which can not be ascended but could be travelled down, and walls which are completely insurmountable, allows some freedom and risk taking in the path planning as a robot may decide to risk going down a slope it could not climb back up, in order to reach its goal. What is considered a slope or wall is determined by input parameters for each robot, consisting of what angles it is powerful enough to climb and descended, the size of its wheels and at which angle it would topple or roll. As long as a slope is no longer than the wheel base of the robot or if the height of a wall is less the the wheel radius, then they are safe.
One difficult instance to classify is when a section of terrain is at an insurmountable incline but is not big enough to be considered a wall by and in of itself, and is surrounded by what would be labelled a slope. Working out whether the section has little overall affect or whether it is enough to warrant the surrounding region being called a wall in combination with it. Problems also lie with triangles which are quite large, as an area much greater than a present hazard may appear to be a non-traversable incline due to the model being a poor fit. Additional data which may clarify the status of such areas is unlikely to be recieved as the robot will likely avoid the region, which in the event of the region being traversable is unsatisfactory as it discards potential paths. Through setting an upper size threshold above which triangles' hazard status are ignored, resolution errors are overcome. If better paths exist they are followed and it is irrelevant whether the sparse region is traversable or not. Otherwise the region may be orientated or moved towards and gathering further data will either repulse the robot in search of other paths or show the region to be safe to traverse.
F. Creation and linking of Node Points
The decision of which points in a terrain model are the most valuable to the path planning and how many points to have is highly important. The number of nodes that will be used to generate a possible path network affects computation time at two points, firstly when the nodes must be tested to decide if they should be linked and then when the navigation algorithm analyses the possible path network to find its estimate of the best potential path. On what basis the nodes are created is also important in terms of what the risk of encountering hazards will be and how optimal the paths will be. Using the centroids of traversable triangles and linking them only to their traversable neighbours is one approach which can produce a good network of potential paths and removes the cost of testing all combinations of points for linking. The large number of nodes in the network does mean a path planning algorithm may run slowly depending on its design and also it is hard to determine if a node is actually safe to move to once one takes in to account the physical dimensions of the robot. Alternative methods were considered which focussed on the border between hazardous and traversable triangles. Linking the midpoints of the edges which create this boundary explicitly allows the robot to know where a hazard is and thus to avoid such nodes by a buffer distance. However, calculations of distances between nodes which some algorithms may do as part of their analysis will have varying levels of inaccuracy when compared to actual path distances the robot may travel. Creating nodes a set buffer distance from the border midpoints overcomes this inaccuracy but decreases certainty that a hazard will not be encountered as the node offset from one edge may cross the path/offset of another node and become close to a nearby hazard edge. The method which was chosen involves trying to place the map nodes in the middle of clear regions of terrain, and thus also looks at edges bordering regions which are as yet unknown. Clear central points are found through taking all the edge midpoints, trying to link them and looking at the distance the link covers, if it meets a certain threshold then the mid point of the link is used to create a map node. The mid points of these hazard/unknown links can be quite close to each other when links cross, so the set of map nodes needs to be checked for their relative proximity in order to discard superfluous nodes. Figure 3 helps to illustrate this point, showing a terrain which has hazards along the left and in the bottom centre while the right side is the limit of the known terrain. Even with only half the links from which map nodes can be created being displayed, overlapping occurs a great deal often placing midpoints beside each other. Once filtered down, the map nodes are then all linked together, which means the process of linking nodes is done twice. However, this is on a relatively low number of points and provides a more robust network of potential paths.
Upon making moves towards implementing a greater range of algorithms, it was found that most examples given for more advanced algorithms were based on a simplified gridbased fixed-distance/resolution network of nodes as opposed to flexible unrestricted networks. To allow the algorithms to run on their originally presented grid-networks, the project was branched to allow an alternate method of node creation and linking, such that the performance on both types of path networks could be compared to identify if there were any short comings when using the algorithms on less uniform or restricted networks of potential paths.
G. Path Recreation
To aid both later analysis of results as well as confirming correct behaviour in initial testing it is important to have methods to display and demonstrate the results, as they can be difficult to comprehend in numerical form only. As such a path viewing module which displays overlaid paths was created. Figure 4 shows the results from two sets of trials, one set from a simple terrain and one containing many more obstacles and slopes near the limit of the robots traversal capabilities. Another module has also been implemented which allows a set of movements to be replayed. This replay function runs significantly faster and hence is better suited to viewing than when the robot is actively path planning. Replays simply re-enact the movements while not having to scan the environment, analyse the terrain or calculate paths, which are the time consuming steps of the simulation.
IV. DISCUSSION
The physical qualities of a robotic unit such as its dimensions or the maximum angle it is able to traverse without danger, are obvious factors in affecting potential paths due to defining what is and is not traversable. Less obvious is the effect the robot's field of view can have, which depends on attributes such as the type, location and mounting of sensors. For simplicity, sensors are often mount in fixed directions and if one happens to be travelling in that direction then the data received should be sufficient to get from start to finish. however if a deviation is required very little is known about the regions which may potentially be encountered although they have been passed already. Humans have the benefit of interpolating some information about the environment from their peripheral vision and having the capability to look around without needing to stop and change orientation if something interesting is noticed. This difference between man and machine means that the model for an obstacle or hazard encountered in passing may be poorly formed. The dispersal of input points received from the sensors is another way in which the sensors can have a strong influence on the quality of the terrain modelling. With the input needing to be discrete rather than continuous, as a unit moves forward along a plane it will tend to get new sets of data which are equally spaced from the previous set. The ratio of the intervals at which the robot moves forwards and the horizontal dispersal of inputs affects the quality/shape of the triangles which constitute the terrain mesh. Even with point culling occuring, the movement's affect on the tessellation can bee seen in Figure 5 which depicts a sequence of four terrain meshes produced by the robot as it moved. New rows of points can be seen to be introduced at regular intervals as the robot progresses towards the bottom right corner (sequence A → D).
The relative angles between where a robot is situated and the surrounding terrain can also affect the model as being on an upward or downward slope can limit the information gained if the rest of the terrain is in opposite.
The hazard identification process becomes more difficult once it is desired that hazardous regions, where applicable, are identified as potentially traversable in certain directions. Identifying crevasses from directions at which they are traversable is practically impossible at a distance, only being identifiable once very close and with sensors aimed sharply downwards such that their line of sight can judge the depth. Approaching roughly parallel to a crevasse a sensor may be able to ascertain a significant portion of the crevasses depth but is likely to be dangerously close to having a wheel slip into the crevasse before it manages to accumulate enough data points to identify it as a hazard. The other type of hazard which is direction based are slopes whose gradient is too steep for the robot to drive up but not so much so that it would topple while descending. These are much simpler to identify than crevasses however they present problems later when networks of traversable points are formed for use by the path planning algorithms (an area in which crevasses can also be problematic). The basis for forming nodes does not apply well when crevasses or directional traversable slopes are involved and needs some adaptation. The Nodes themselves are also affected in how the uni-directional links are to be represented, as they can be problematic for different algorithms since they use the network of nodes differently. With D* for example, following links in reverse from destination to the current location.
V. FUTURE WORK Enhancement of the point culling through the inclusion of confidence and decay levels for triangles in the mesh is recommended. The subsequent investigation in to the affect of varying the confidence increment steps, retention thresholds and decay rates is hoped to be informative in terms of defining the value of keeping information for longer and how to value data which only re-enforces previously held knowledge. Creation of an automated terrain generator is another item of work which is seen as beneficial. A terrain generator allows for simulations over a vast range of terrains with less effort to create, pick or port them. This could also enable defining desired terrain qualities such as roughness or variability or how many specific items such as staircases one wants to be present.
